Brachytherapy organ dose estimation using Monte Carlo simulations of realistic patient models.
Radiation Therapy Planning Systems (RTPS) currently used in hospitals contain algorithms based on deterministic simplifications that do not properly consider electrons lateral transport in the areas where there are changes of density, and as a result, erroneous dose predictions could be produced. According to this, the present work proposes the use of Monte Carlo method in brachytherapy planning systems, which could affect positively on the radiotherapy treatment planning, since it provides results that are more accurate and takes into account the in homogeneities density variations. This paper presents a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of a brachytherapy prostate treatment with I-125 seeds, using the latest version of MCNP, v.6.1.1. To that, a 3D model of the anatomy of a real anonymized patient is created from the segmentation of Computed Tomography (CT) images. Treatment over this 3D model is simulated and the dose given to each organ is obtained. These doses are compared with those calculated by deterministic planning system used in hospital demonstrating the effectiveness of MC method in the planning of brachytherapy treatments, because of not only the results precision but also regarding the affordable computing times.